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Being a banker may feel like a risk-obsessed profession, but in terms of physical safety, being a mild-

mannered banker is off the bottom of the risky job list. Most of us face more danger driving to and

from work than from the actual duties of our jobs. The most dangerous jobs in the US as measured by

the number of fatalities predictably include police and firemen, but by far the most dangerous

profession is being a fisherman (200 deaths per 100K). This compares with firemen at 4.4 deaths per

100K and police around 13. Other professions with more on-the-job fatalities than cops and firemen

are airline pilots with 57 fatalities, loggers, roofers, sanitation workers and farmers.

Even if bankers aren't worried about perishing in the line of duty, their jobs are centered on managing

risk. There are certainly risks banks won't go near, like the marijuana industry. Marijuana is now legal

for recreational use in CO and WA and is available for medicinal use in 23 states. Yet, most marijuana

growers can't get a banking relationship because regardless of what individual states vote to allow,

taking part in commerce of a federally illegal substance is prohibited. This means customers of pot

sellers can't use credit cards or checks to buy legal wares and as a result, there are large piles of cash

lying around in the shops that sell it. This not only creates personal safety issues for business owners

but it also interferes with states' ability to collect taxes in that record keeping is very difficult.

CO is working to come up with a solution, the most recent of which came from the Colorado Division

of Financial Services. It issued an unconditional charter for a credit union to become the first financial

institution designated to serve the cannabis industry. There are some hitches - the CU will have to

clear federal regulatory hurdles including being approved for deposit insurance by the NCUA (a

process which can take up to 2Ys). Meanwhile, CO law allows a CU to open its doors while an

application for deposit insurance is pending, but what if the insurance isn't approved? Does the CU go

out of business and if so, what happens to the depositors?

There is a tricky path ahead to be sure. In neighboring NM, some financial institutions have shut down

cannabis-related accounts and state regulators are advising others to stay away. At a recent

operations conference, there was concern that even a service provider to a financial institution which

serves the marijuana industry could have liability exposure. Finally two other neighboring states, NE

and OK are asking the US Supreme Court to declare the use of recreational marijuana in CO

unconstitutional (violating the Constitution's supremacy clause which says federal law trumps state

laws). If these claims are successful, what happens to a bank that serves the industry?

There is a lot at stake for CO with some $60mm in tax revenues coming into state coffers since last

Jan. The last election also saw more states decriminalize its use, but the federal laws that govern

financial institutions' ability to serve the industry have not changed. New laws are needed in order to

protect the safety of people working in the legal pot industry and to protect the financial institutions

that do business with them.
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As for the most dangerous jobs, the average number of workplace fatalities for all professions in the

US is 3.3 per 100K. Given the amount of cash floating around the pot industry, those workers may be

rising on the list. For now at least, the risk seems too high for banks and avoidance of this industry

will continue.

BANK NEWS

M&A Activity

1) Northwest Savings Bank ($7.9B, PA) will acquire independent insurance agency B.J. Petruso for an

undisclosed sum. 2) City National Bank of West Virginia ($3.4B, WV) will sell its insurance operations

to insurance broker The Hilb Group (VA) for an undisclosed sum. 3) Citizens Bank of West Virginia

($215mm, WV) will acquire residential mortgage company Reliance Mortgage Co. for an undisclosed

sum. 4) American Heritage Bank ($1B, OK) will acquire First National Bank in Pawhuska ($31mm, OK)

for about $4.2mm in cash. 5) Capital One ($335B, VA) will acquire mobile money management app

Level Money for an undisclosed sum. The app automatically updates how much users are spending as

they make purchases in real-time.

Q4 Earnings

1) Wells Fargo reported Q4 profit climbed 1.8% YOY. Other metrics (YOY change) included: assets;

loans +5%; deposits +8%; revenue +1%; net income +5%; salaries +3%; commissions/incentives

+10%; benefits -3%. Other ratios: common equity tier I ratio 11.0%; ROA 1.36%; ROE 12.8%; ALLL

1.53%; NIM 3.04%; active online customers 24.8mm +8% YOY; active mobile customers 14.1mm

+19% YOY. 2) JPMorgan reported Q4 profit declined 6.6% YOY, as fixed income trading tanked 23%

and legal costs jumped sharply. Other metrics (YOY change) included: assets +7%; loans +3%;

deposits +6%; revenue -3%; net income -7%; headcount -4% or 12,000; compensation expense -3%;

technology expense +9%. Other ratios: common equity tier I ratio 10.1%; LTD ratio 56%; ROA 0.78%;

ROE 9%; NIM 2.05%; active online customers 36.4mm +8%; active mobile customers 19.1mm +22%

YOY.

Divestitures

Citibank reports that in 2014 it cut back consumer banking services to all but the top 100 cities in the

world where they felt they had the most scale and potential.

Fighting

MetLife said it will sue regulators after it was labeled "systemically important" by the FSOC. The

insurer says the designation will put them at a competitive disadvantage and increase insurance

products to consumers.
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